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Disclaimer:
This disclaimer governs the use of this report. By using this report, you accept this disclaimer in full.
Mention of any commercial product, device, or specific company in this document does not represent
an endorsement by TAF or TowerLabs. This report summarizes data collected from manufacturers and
distributors. In some cases, data has been based on the experiences of the authors in deploying
technologies and products on specific sites and is not intended to predict the performance of the same
or other products on other sites. Any use a third party may choose to make of this report shall be
entirely at their own risk and TAF and TowerLabs shall have no responsibility whatsoever in relation to
any such use.

This report will be updated on an annual basis. For suggestions about new technologies, please contact
Tower labs @ MaRS:
info@towerlabs.org
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Introduction
Scope and objective
Toronto has the largest concentration of high-rise buildings in North America outside of New York City.
Most were built between 1960 and 1980 when energy efficiency and environmental impacts were not
top-of-mind concerns. Energy use in the built environment is responsible for more than 50% of
Toronto’s greenhouse gas emissions. The City has more new buildings planned or under development
than any other city in North America.
Achieving the City of Toronto’s greenhouse gas reduction targets will require retrofitting the majority of
existing buildings to dramatically improve energy efficiency, while ensuring that new buildings are as
efficient as possible.
With that in mind, TAF commissioned this Energy Efficiency Technology Research report to identify and
understand leading edge energy efficiency technologies that are commercially available, but have not
achieved widespread market penetration. This report identifies and describes a “top ten list” of energy
efficiency technologies/products suitable for use in the Toronto context.
The report also sheds some light on up and coming technologies which are still in the early stages of
development and/or market commercialization.
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Technology Specifications
This section details each technology’s attributes and specifications.

Ventilation Technologies
dPoint-Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV) Cores
Description
Energy recovery ventilation (ERV) is the energy transfer process of exchanging the energy contained in
normally exhausted building air and using it to precondition the incoming outdoor ventilation air in
residential and commercial HVAC systems. When it’s warm outside, the system pre-cools and
dehumidifies the air as it enters the building, and humidifies and pre-heats incoming air when it’s cold.
The dPoint membrane is constructed from a composite of polymer materials that allows heat and water
vapour to transfer from one air stream to another while preventing the cross-over of gases and
contaminants such as Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC's), carbon dioxide, stale air, methane and
odours. The membrane contains Microban anti-microbial protection which will eliminate mold and
bacteria that reach this surface.
Application in Buildings
Energy recovery ventilation can be installed in suite in multi-unit residential buildings or in central make
up ventilation air units. The in-suite installation, while it can be done in as part of a retrofit, is less costly
to install in new construction scenarios. The central make up air unit installation is relatively easier and
less costly in both retrofits and new construction. In retrofits, however, make up air supply ducts must
be in relatively close proximity to exhaust ducts.
Implementation Strategies
Energy recovery ventilation can be installed in almost any outdoor intake and exhaust system. In central
ventilation systems, where outside air is introduced through a rooftop make up air unit, the key factor
to implementing recovery cores is that the exhaust ducts are close to the central air handling units as
both exhaust air and fresh outside air need to run through the ERV core for this system to recover
energy. This is relatively easy to accomplish in new construction projects and needs to be studied and
determined on a case by case basis in retrofit projects.
For in suite ventilation systems, especially multi-unit residential buildings, the key factor is to be able to
introduce (and exhaust) air through the exterior walls of each suite. This in suite ventilation system is
now becoming more common in high rise MURBs.
These cores are available for a wide range of HVAC appliances including stand-alone ventilators,
integrated fan-coil units as well as central air handling units. dPoint, the manufacturer of this type of
ERV cores, can also make custom design cores to suit any HVAC appliance if needed.
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Energy and Environmental Impact
Ventilation is generally estimated to account for approximately 30% of an HVAC system’s energy
consumption. This percentage increases dramatically in some commercial, institutional and health care
applications. Since natural gas is the main source of heating energy in buildings, ventilation energy
recovery can have a positive impact on carbon emission reduction stemming from reduction in natural
gas consumption. An estimated 40% reduction is anticipated. The same applies to cooling system
performance and electricity consumption due to reduction in dehumidification load on cooling
equipment with energy recovery cores.
Technology Differentiators
What is unique about dPoint core is that it’s relatively easy to maintain; it can be washed under running
water and put back in the equipment. This is an advantage over traditional ERV cores which are not
supposed to be washed but only dusted or lightly vacuumed. The cleaner the core layers surfaces are
the better the energy transfer rate. Each dPoint core membrane is coated with Microban, a material
used to prevent growth of bacteria and mold on the membrane surface which is important given that
the ERV core is supposed to allow water vapour to transfer through its membrane. dPoint cores are also
rated with 0% EATR ( Exhaust Air Transfer Ratio) as verified by AHRI (Air Conditioning, Heating and
Refrigeration Institute).
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
The dPoint ERV core is relatively easy to maintain and clean. Simply remove from the host unit or
appliance and run under tap water, rinse out excess water and replace in the ERV compartment in the
HVAC appliance.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.dpoint.ca/
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Reversomatic-Self-Balancing In-suite Energy Recovery Ventilators
Description
An energy recovery ventilator (ERV) is a type of mechanical equipment with a heat or energy exchanger
combined with a set of blowers to bring outside air into, or exhaust stale air out of, a building. A
bulkhead or horizontal ERV unit is usually installed inside the ceiling cavity of a washroom or a walk-in
closet in a residential suite. The ventilator can perform energy recovery or heat recovery depending on
the type of exchanger core installed inside.
The critical factor to efficient energy recovery is a balanced air flow between exhaust and intake air
streams. Reversomatic manufacture a Deluxe model of this stand-alone ERV that comes with a built-in

automatic electronic air-balancing technology that doesn’t require any balancing after installation.
Application in Buildings
The standalone ERV is suitable for new construction applications, but it can also be retrofitted in existing
buildings if access to outdoor air through exterior walls is available. These units work well in
compartmentalized dwellings, such as apartments and condominiums, due to the limited amount of
outside air they can bring in (anywhere between 50 to 120 cubic feet per minute). The Reversomatic
Deluxe unit is considered compact with a 9” maximum depth that makes it easier to install in most drop
ceiling bulkheads without having to sacrifice much desired head space.

Implementation Strategies
Using a dedicated ventilation system, such as the Reversomatic standalone ERV, can reduce the volume
of outside air typically required in central make up air handling units. Central ventilation systems require
a higher volume of outdoor air because they need to pressurize the corridor to push the required
ventilation volume of air for each suite under each suite door through the hallways and corridors. In the
case of standalone ERV units, that additional volume of air is no longer required as the ERV can bring in
the required volume of outside air directly through the exterior wall of each residential suite.
Since this technology is relatively new in multi-unit residential buildings, an education effort to familiarize
owners with the operation modes of ERV units is highly recommended.

Energy and Environmental Impact
In suite stand-alone ERV units can reduce ventilation air energy requirements in two ways: by reducing
the volume of outside air required compared to central ventilation systems and by using energy
recovery cores to pre-heat or pre-cool incoming outside air using the energy contained in exhaust air.
Since natural gas is the main source of heating energy in buildings, ventilation energy recovery can have
a positive impact on carbon emission reduction stemming from a reduction in natural gas consumption.
The same applies to cooling system performance and electricity consumption due to a reduction in
dehumidification load on cooling equipment with energy recovery cores.
Technology Differentiators
Reversomatic ERV units are equipped with a patented technology that allows each ERV fan, supply and
exhaust, to respond to the variable outdoor wind pressure and adjust its speed accordingly. This ensures
both supply and exhaust air streams are always maintained in balance which is essential to the smooth
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operation of an ERV system. The energy transfer efficiency rates published by ERV manufacturers are
based on an assumption of balanced air flow. If air flow changes, the ERV efficiency will change
accordingly. Unbalanced air flow across the ERV, however, may cause issues such as frost inside the
core in cold climates. An unbalanced air flow in a mechanically ventilated space could reduce the
amount of fresh air introduced inside the space and cause the space to be under negative pressure
when other appliances, such as dryer or kitchen fans, are operated which could eventually lead to
uncontrolled outside air infiltration to occur.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
ERV units comprise of an energy recovery core and two blowers with motorized dampers and control
boards. These units usually fall under the seasonal maintenance program in residential buildings which
usually takes place in the spring and fall. The ERV core maintenance requirements vary depending on
the manufacturer of each core.
The life expectancy of stand-alone ERV units ranges from 15 to 20 years as per ASHRAE tables.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.reversomatic.com/
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SolarWall®-Ventilation Solar Heating System
Description
The SolarWall® technology is a solar air heating system that pre-heats building ventilation air before
entering the main Air Handling Unit. The SolarWall system, which looks like a fresh air intake louver, is
installed on the building facade usually on the mechanical penthouse outdoor air intake and pre-heats
the air using solar radiation.
Application in Buildings
SolarWall® louvres, with a few exceptions in existing buildings, are suitable for new construction
projects. This is mainly due to the fact that this system needs to be installed as part of the building
façade which requires planning in the early stages of project design.
Implementation Strategies
SolarWall® is usually installed on the exterior of an outdoor air intake plenum. During cold weather,
outdoor ventilation air is pre-heated when entering through the SolarWall® louvre blades which are
exposed to direct solar radiation. In the summer time when outside air needs to be cooled, the
SolarWall® system is bypassed to prevent unnecessary pre-heating. SolarWall systems can be used
on walls or roofs for a variety of uses and applications when integrated with the building envelope. It
also can be combined with solar PV panels in different roof mount configurations.
Energy and Environmental Impact
SolarWall can displace from 20% to as much as 50% of the traditional ventilation air heating load and
corresponding GHG emissions. This is achieved by raising the temperature of outside air prior to
running through heating equipment thus reducing the ventilation heating energy typically consumed in
central air handling units.
Technology Differentiators
Solarwall is locally manufactured in the GTA, making it more cost effective compared to similar
technologies from overseas.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
SolarWall systems do not typically require maintenance and they can last more than 30 years.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://solarwall.com/en/home.php
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Heating and Cooling Technologies
Integrated Fan Coil Units
Description
Integrated Fan Coil Units, or IFCUs, are heating and cooling vertical fan coil units typically used in condo
or apartment buildings with a built-in energy recovery ventilation compartment. The units draw outside
ventilation air directly into each residential suite and mix it with the heating and cooling supply air to
each living space in the dwelling. These Integrated units serve the function of a typical fan coil unit and a
stand-alone ERV unit.
Application and Implementation Strategies in Buildings
IFCUs are typically installed in new construction multi-unit residential buildings. This is mainly due to
the need for openings in the exterior wall to connect the ERV ventilation intake and exhaust ducts. An
IFCU however, can be retrofitted in an existing building if the building is designed with in suite standalone ventilation. More work is required to provide openings in the exterior walls if the building is older
and originally built with a central corridor make up air system.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Increased efficiency of energy recovery can be realized using IFCUs due to the decentralized approach.
IFCUs also reduce the volume of outside air required in a centralized system. More efficient delivery of
ventilation air due to mixing with all heating and cooling air coming out of FCU in a suite
Technology Differentiators
Integrated fan coil units combine heating and cooling capabilities with in suite ventilation. By design,
outdoor ventilation air is mixed with the supply air leaving the fan coil unit and is distributed to every
living space in a dwelling. For this reason, IFCUs tend to have higher ventilation delivery efficiency than
other forms of ventilation in a MURB. Generally speaking, in suite ventilation is more efficient in
delivering outside fresh air into living spaces than centralized air handling systems which rely on corridor
pressurization to deliver air through suite door undercut.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
IFCUs require seasonal maintenance typically during spring and fall. Moving parts, such as fan motors,
valves, etc., may need to be replaced from time to time if they break down.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.enerzonehvac.com/
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EcoDrainTM-Drain Water Heat Recovery
Description
The EcoDrain™ is a heat exchanger that transfers heat from hot waste water, such as showers and
washing machines, to the domestic cold water supply.
Application in Buildings
EcoDrain needs to be connected to a cold water line and a hot drain water line to enable heat transfer
between hot and cold water streams. This restriction in proximity between drain and cold water lines
makes it easier to install in new construction projects where integrating such systems can be
incorporated in the early design stages.
Implementation Strategies
EcoDrain can be installed in different configurations, from direct install on one shower drain to the main
drain line and central hot water tank. In both cases, cold domestic water runs through EcoDrain to pick
up heat from warm waste drain thus reducing the need for domestic water heating. EcoDrain can also
be installed on commercial drains in restaurants or hotels where large amounts of hot waste drain water
is typically available.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Depending on the configuration of the installed system and the type of building, residential or
commercial, water heating energy savings can vary from 25% to as much as 70%. These are savings in
natural gas fired heating boilers that typically has higher GHG emissions compared to electrical heating
systems.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
EcoDrain heat exchangers don’t contain moving parts, making the maintenance requirements less
onerous. However, depending on the type of buildings and existing drain systems, a provision should be
made to clean the exchanger to prevent clogging.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.ecodrain.ca/
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Building Envelope Technologies
BASF & Icynene-Spray Foam Medium Density Insulation
Description
Continuous medium density polyurethane spray foam minimizes thermal bridging in external wall
assemblies and increases air tightness in exterior wall assemblies.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
Spray foam is applied to the exterior wall assembly and can replace conventional vapour barrier
membranes. For these reasons, this system is better suited to new construction projects where it can
be incorporated into the envelope assembly design.
Spray foam can also be used on major building envelope retrofit projects in instances where exterior
walls need to be stripped and reconstructed.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Spray foam, when applied correctly in an exterior wall assembly, can reduce thermal bridging and
increase air tightness. Such improvements can maximize the performance of the building envelope,
allowing HVAC systems, especially heating, to operate more efficiently, thus reducing energy costs.
Technology Differentiators
Spray foam as a means of insulating exterior wall assemblies has many advantages over fiberglass
blanket insulation in that, if incorporated properly in the wall assembly design, the foam provides air
tightness improvements as well as thermal break and insulating properties.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
Spray foam is an integrated part of the building envelope and should last as long as the exterior building
envelope, usually in excess of a 50-year lifespan. Spray foam wall applications need to be reviewed by a
fire code specialist to ensure compliance with the Fire Code when incorporated into wall assemblies.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
WALLTITE Eco from BASF, Germany
http://www.walltite.basf.ca/FoamMasters/English/Products/WALLTITE/ProductInfo/item2138.html

Icynene Spray Foam, Mississauga ON
http://www.icynene.com/
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Slab Edge and Balcony Thermal Break
Description
These are load-bearing thermal insulation elements that form a thermal break between a balcony slab
edge and the interior floor while transferring load and maintaining full structural integrity. Indoor
temperature is thereby maintained, decreasing condensation, and preventing the formation of mould in
some extreme cases.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
Slab edge thermal breaks are installed at the time of pouring slab concrete, thus making it suitable for
new construction projects.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Depending on the area of exposed concrete or the sectional area of a balcony, energy savings, especially
in heating energy, is anticipated. The amount of savings, however, is related to the quality of other
elements of the building envelope where the slab is located. In other words, a leaky envelope means
savings from slab edge thermal breaks will be less than what they would be with a tight, well insulated
envelope. On average, slab edge thermal breaks could save up to 5% of a building’s annual heating
energy.
Technology Differentiators
Slab thermal break for balconies is the only product currently available on the market with the structural
characteristics suitable for balcony slab installations.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
Slab edge thermal breaks are an integrated part of the building envelope and should last as long as the
exterior building envelope, usually in excess of a 50-year lifespan.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
Schöck Isokorb®, Germany
http://www.schoeck.ca/
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Building Controls
EcoBee-Smart Programmable Thermostat
Description
EcoBee is a smart, programmable thermostat with wifi connectivity. EcoBee has both web-based and
smart devices app remote user control. The thermostat provides many features including detailed
scheduling of residential HVAC appliance, weather updates, alerts and user reports all with a simple and
user-friendly interface.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
EcoBee can be easily retrofitted in single family homes for both heating and cooling applications. For
apartments and multi-unit residential applications, manufacturer support is required to make
adjustments to the control board wiring and addition of relays for compatibility with vertical fan coil
units. In some cases, features such as multiple fan speed may be reduced to a single speed1.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Smart thermostats are an efficient and practical way to enable occupant engagement in energy
conservation efforts. Most of the incumbent programmable thermostats proved to be complicated and
not user-friendly to the average home owner thus deterring occupants from using their features. With
EcoBee’s simple interface and remote and smart device capabilities, home owners find it easy to use the
full spectrum of EcoBee’s features thus maximizing on the HVAC systems’ energy efficiency during off
peak times, unoccupied periods and shoulder season when air conditioning or heating is not required
but would have been provided anyways with conventional thermostat and control systems. Anticipated
energy and GHG emissions reductions are in the range of 10% to15% of HVAC systems consumption.
Technology Differentiators
What’s unique about the EcoBee thermostat is the relatively easy to use interface and features. The
website and smart devices app is intuitive and user friendly unlike many other programmable
thermostat technologies on the market.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
EcoBee is an electronic device and with a life expectancy of 20 to 25 years, which is consistent with that
of similar devices.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.ecobee.com/

1

TowerLabs is currently working with EcoBee to develop a MURB compatible thermostat unit
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Water Conservation Technologies
Proficiency-Ultra Low Flush Toilets
Description
Proficiency toilets use 3 litres of water per flush using an advanced suction/syphon technology
harnessing the dynamics of air, water, and pressure. Proficiency is the only toilet to date that offers this
low water consumption per flush.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
Proficiency toilets can be retrofitted or installed in new construction projects for all types of homes and
residential suites.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Proficiency toilets offer one option for water use which is 3 litres per flush compared to the dual flush
type toilets where either 6 or 4 litres are used. However, with the dual flush toilets there are no means
to ensure users will select the 4 litre option when appropriate. The anticipated water savings in toilet
flushing with the Proficiency toilets over the dual flush type can be as high as 30%.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
The life expectancy of toilets is in the range of 15 to 20 years. This depends on many factors such as
quality of water used for flushing.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.watermatrix.com/
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Measurement and Verification Technologies
CircuitMeter Web-based Electric Sub-meters
Description
CircuitMeter™ is an electrical metering solution for commercial buildings. Circuit level consumption
information is delivered through a cloud-based service that provides remote monitoring capabilities
with historical and real-time data from all metered equipment within a building. The CircuitMeter™
system consists of a Current Transformer at the breaker, which is monitored, connected to a web meter.
Each web meter accommodates up to 36 circuits. CircuitMonitoring™ operates as a cloud-interface
providing building operators with a circuit-by-circuit view of their electrical usage and trends, as well as
notifications for anomalies. The combination of WebMeter36F™ and CircuitMonitoring™ provides
facility managers and building operators with historical and real-time detailed analysis through the use
of visualizations and reports.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
CircuitMeter™ can be installed in new and existing buildings. The difficulty of installing it in existing
buildings depends on the type of loads to be monitored and ease of access to circuit panels and breakers.
Energy and Environmental Impact
Energy sub-metering and energy visualization have been linked to energy savings in buildings. These
energy savings usually stem from occupant and user behavior change in using energy consuming
systems, appliances and fixtures. Building occupants tend to be more conscious about their energy
consumption when they are able to see a real-time visualization of the amount of energy being used.
Also, in large and complex facilities, equipment tends to have a different consumption rate when there
is a need for replacement or repair. So sub-metering can also be used to alert building operators to any
deficiencies in building systems performance as soon as it occurs thus saving money by preventing
equipment from unnecessarily running in an inefficient fashion for extended periods of time.
Technology Differentiators
CircuitMeter™ web-metering provides electricity metering at a breaker level along with built-in analysis
capabilities. This technology is also more cost effective when compared to conventional sub-metering
equipment.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
The life expectancy of CircuitMeter™ components is around 15 to 20 years, similar to that of electrical
panels and breakers.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://circuitmeter.com/
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Renewable Energy Technologies
ClimateWell, SunCool: Integrated Cooling Solar Collector
Description
ClimateWell’s technology makes solar heating and cooling possible by converting solar heat into cooling
energy during the day and utilizing this heat or energy at night by using the integrated energy storage,
or CoolStore.
CoolStore is a ClimateWell component that provides energy storage capabilities to products such as
Solar Thermal Collectors and Co-generation Engines. CoolStore is a tube with no moving parts and built
with inert materials. The tube incorporates ClimateWell’s patented triple state absorption technology
which provides simultaneous heating and cooling energy with integrated energy storage. Cooling
efficiencies are typically 50% to 60% and the energy storage capacity is large enough to store a whole
day of solar irradiation. CoolStore consists of one reactor and one combined condenser/evaporator
enclosed in a vacuum shell.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
CoolStore is readily available for integration by manufacturers of:
•
•

Solar thermal collectors for heating and air conditioning
Co-generation engines for electricity, heating and air conditioning (natural gas, diesel, biomass,
biogas)

Energy and Environmental Impact
CoolStore and ClimateWell, provide a thermal powered cooling component and integrated energy
storage that offsets traditional electricity-powered cooling and natural gas fired heating which results in
major CO2 emission reductions.
Technology Differentiators
CoolStore and ClimateWell are the only products currently available with simultaneous cooling and
heating/energy storage capabilities while compact in size to allow for integration with conventional
HVAC and solar systems.
Lifespan and Maintenance Considerations
CoolStore component is a tube with no moving parts and made of inert materials designed for stable
function and continuous operation over a 15-year life span.
Engineering Specifications and Manufacturer Literature
Specification cut sheets and manufacturer’s literature for this product are available in Appendix B.
More information is available at the manufacturer’s website:
http://www.climatewell.com/suncool
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Up and Coming Technologies
Inmotive-Mechatronic Variable Speed Drive
Description
The Mechatronic Variable Speed Drive (MVSD) is a type of Variable Speed Drive (VSD) which is a class of
mechanical or electronic technology that varies the speed of an electric (AC) motor in response to the
demand placed on it by what it is moving.
The Mechatronic Variable Speed Drive (MVSD) is a power transmission technology that combines the
high efficiency of a fully keyed (toothed) driving mechanism with the continuity of a morphing sprocket.
This is done when the segments are in the area where the belt does not engage the sprockets. When all
the segments of the destination sprocket are in position to engage the belt, the transition from one
sprocket size to another is complete.
During this transition a maximal number of teeth of the belt remain continuously engaged with sprocket
segments from both the original sprocket and the destination sprocket. This is achieved by the 'key
sprocket segment' for each sprocket size, designed by Inmotive engineers.
Application in Buildings and Implementation Strategies
Inmotive mechatronic drives are easier to install in new construction projects when space for the drive
can be incorporated in the mechanical room planning and design. The product was retrofitted onto a
roof top with a make up air handling unit motor in a demonstration test at a MURB condo building by
TowerLabs in 2012. Further improvements were made to the product by Inmotive since then.
This technology operates like an electrical variable speed drive commonly used on all types of motors
and pumps but without the by-production of electro-magnetic fields which causes interference with
sensitive electronic devices. Hospitals and data centers usually spend significant amounts of money on
harmonic neutralizing devices to eliminate and minimize the side effects of electric variable speed
drives. This technology solves this problem by eliminating the production of harmonics at the source.
A second pilot and demo project is recommended now that further improvements were reportedly done
on the technology.
Energy and Environmental Impact
When used on HVAC systems fans and pumps, electricity savings are anticipated. One of the results of
the initial pilot test conducted with this technology demonstrated a few percentage points of savings
over electric variable speed drives.
For more info please visit: http://inmotive.com
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Technology Matrix
The technology matrix is a quick reference and a checklist for each technology outlined in the following chart.
Technology Name:
This is the technology’s name as it is known in the industry from an application perspective. For example, “ERV cores” stands for Energy
Recovery Ventilator Cores.
Country of Origin:
Indicates where the technology originated from or where it is manufactured. The objective is to identify Canadian and foreign technologies.
Manufacturer/Developer:
Identifies the commercial entity which manufactures the technology.
Contact Person:
Identifies a contact name and email/numbers for the manufacturer or developer of the technology.
Website:
Provides a web address for the technology manufacturer where more information and/or technical specifications can be found.
Maturity Level:
Provides a description of the commercial status of the technology such as “Market Ready” if already commercial available or “Concept” if still in
conceptual or prototype stage.
Cost Budget:
Provides a high level cost budget for the technology.
Building Type:
Provides a classification of all building types at which this technology can be implemented such as Residential, i.e., single family homes,
Commercial, meaning offices and retail, and MURB, which stands for Multi Unit Residential Buildings.
Description:
Provides a brief description of the technology and how it works
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Demonstration Projects:
States if a demonstration or pilot project has been completed with this technology.
Application:
Outlines the type of installation this technology is suitable for such as retrofit projects and/or new construction projects or both.
Energy and Environment:
This section outlines the environmental and energy saving impact of the technology using two metrics: CO2 as an indicator of GHG emissions
relative to a known baseline, and Payback years as an indication of return on investment from annual energy savings. Both indicators are used to
plot the technology quadrants chart.
The carbon dioxide emission factors for each technology are on the X-axis of the chart. The payback years (on energy savings) are on the Y-axis.
This is meant to provide a quick visual indication of the feasibility of each technology reviewed in the report. Technologies that fall on the lower
quadrant closer to the point of origin of the chart are the most feasible ones with lower CO2 emissions and fewer payback years and so on.
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LEGEND
RES: Residential-Single Family
MURB: Multi Unit Residential Building
COM: Commercial

Cleantech/Energy Efficient Taxonomy

Retro: Retrofit installation
NC: New Construction

\
#

Energy & Environment Chart
Name

COO

Manufacturer

Contact

Website

Maturity

Cost Budget

Building Type

Description

Demo Project

Application

RES/MURB/
COM

The dPoint membrane is
constructed from a composite of
polymer materials that allows heat
and water vapour to transfer from
one air stream to another while
preventing the cross-over of gases
and contaminants such as Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC's),
carbon dioxide, stale air, methane
and odours. The membrane
contains Microban anti-microbial
protection which will eliminate
mold and bacteria that reach this
surface.

MURB high
rise towers in
GTA by Tridel

Retro/NC

RES/MURB

The Deluxe model of this ERV
comes with a built-in automatic
electronic air-balancing technology
that doesn’t require any balancing
on HRV/ERV after installation and
it provides constant air flow at any
floors.

Demo project
at one suite in
a MURB in
downtown
Toronto

MURB/COM

The SolarWall® technology is a
solar air heating system that preheats building ventilation air before
entering the main AHU. This
technology offsets part of the
traditional heating load. The
SolarWall system, which looks like
a fresh air intake louvre, is
installed on the building facade
usually on the mechanical
penthouse outdoor air intake and
heats the air using solar radiation.

N/A

Name

CO2

Payback

[0-2-4]

[YEARS]

dPoint

3

5

NC

Revers

3

7

NC/Retro

SolrWall

3.5

6

NC

Ezne

3.5

7

VENTILATION

PAGE 6

ERV
Cores

PAGE 8

Energy
Recovery in
suite
Ventilators

PAGE
10

Solar Wall

Canada/no
te if
Ontario
based

Canada

Canada

dPoint
Technologies

James Dean
CEO
1275 Venables Street
Vancouver, BC V6A 2E4
Office: (604) 488-1132
Cell: (604) 760-9093

Reversomatic
Manufacturing
Limited

Peter Salerno
Vice President
790 Rowntree Dairy Rd.
Woodbridge On, L4L 5V3
T:905-851-6701 X329
F:905-850-2203

Conserval
Engineering,
Inc.

http://www.dpoint.ca/

www.reversomatic.com

Todd MarronNational Account
Manager200 Wildcat Road,
Toronto, ON M3J 2N5 Canada
T: 416.661.7057 (x227)
F: 416.661.7146
C: 416.319.6966

www.solarwall.com

Market
Ready

Market
Ready

Market
Ready

$90/unit

$1850/unit

TBD

HEATING & COOLING

PAGE
11

Integrated
FanCoil
Unit

Canada

Enerzone

Bob Henderson

http://www.enerzone
hvac.com/

Market
Ready

$2,500

MURB

Integrated Fan Coil Units, or
IFCUs, are heating and cooling
vertical fan coil units typically
used in condo or apartment
buildings with a built- in energy
recovery ventilation
compartment. The units draw
outside ventilation air directly into
each residential suite and mix it
with the heating and cooling
supply air to each living space in
the dwelling.

in a few
MURBS in
multiple
locations in
the GTA
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PAGE
12

Drain Heat
Recovery

Canada

EcoDrain

David Velan
President, EcoDrain

http://www.ecodrain.
ca/

Market
Ready

TBD

RES/COM

Cold domestic water runs through
ecodrain to pick up heat from
warm shower drain thus reducing
the need for domestic hot heater
use during the shower.

N/A

Retro/NC

EcDrn

3

4

BUILDING ENVELOPE

PAGE
13

PAGE
13

PAGE
14

Spray
Foam

Spray
Foam

Slab Edge
Thermal
Break

Canada

Germany

Germany

Icenyne

Scott Ruffett Commercial
Sales Rep, Canada Icynene
Inc.sruffett@icynene.com
647-465-7095 (cell) 1-800758-7325 (office)

www.icynene.com

Market
Ready

TBD

RES/COM/MURB

Continuous spray foam
minimizes thermal bridging in
external wall assemblies and
increases air tightness (made in
Mississauga Ontario).

N/A

NC/Retro

Icnyne

2.5

14

Waltite

Robert Armstrong, MBA,
LEED AP
Manager, Marketing &
Business Development
BASF Canada Inc.
Phone: 289-360-6178
email:
robert.armstrong@basf.com

www.basf.com

Market
Ready

TBD

RES/COM/MURB

Continuous spray foam
minimizes thermal bridging in
external wall assemblies and
increases air tightness.

on a floor in
a MURB in
Etobicoke,
ON

NC/Retro

BASF

2.6

16

Schoeck

Bill Chihata, P.Eng., MBA,
CEM
Technical Sales Manager Therm:al Break Technology
Schoeck Canada Inc.
Ph: 855-572-4625 ext. 2
F: 855-572-4625
Cell: 416-509-8773
bill.chihata@schoeck.com

COM/MURB

Schöck Isokorb® are loadbearing thermal insulation
elements which forms a thermal
break between the balcony and
the interior floor while transferring
load and maintaining full
structural integrity. Also, the
warmer interior temperature is
maintained decreasing
condensation, and preventing the
formation of mould.

one balcony
thermal
break demo
pilot at a
MURB in
Markham

Retro/NC

Isokrb

2.5

18

www.schoeck.ca

Market
Ready

$500/l.meter
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Energy & Environment Chart
#

Name

COO

Manufacturer

Contact

Maturity

Website

Cost Budget

Building Type

Description

Demo Project

Application

Name

CO2

Payback

RES

smart programmable thermostat
with wifi connectivity and smart
devices app control

in a MURB
tower in
Markham,
ON

Retro/NC

EcBee

1.5

1

$200-300

RES/MURB/COM

toilet uses 3 lite/flush using
advanced suction/siphon
technology

installed in a
signature
suite at a
MURB in
downtown
Toronto

Retro/NC

Wtrmtx

2.2

4

$50-70 per
circuit

Res/COM/MURB

web based electrical submetering at the breaker level

N/A

Retro/NC

Crkt

1.5

5

COM/Res/MURB

packaged phase change
technology provides cooling
capacity using solar power

N/A

NC/Retro

CoolStr

1.2

15

MURB/COM

The Mechatronic Variable Speed
Drive (MVSD) is a type of
Variable Speed Drives (VSDs)
which is a class of mechanical
or electronic technology that
varies the speed of an electric
(AC) motor in response to the
demand placed on it by what it is
moving

demo project
conducted at
a MURB in
Etobicoke
(TowerLabs
@MaRS)

Retro/NC

InMtv

1.8

15

BUILDING CONTROLS

PAGE
15

Smart
Thermsotat

Canada

EcoBee

Stuart Lombard
stuart@ecobee.com
ecobee | green made easy
333 Adelaide St. West
6th Floor | Toronto | ON
M5V 1R5
T 416.987.1052 C
416.209.9304 F
866.592.7344

WaterMatrix

Vivian Levine
National Business
Development Manager
Phone: (905) 850-8080
Fax: (905) 850-9100
Cell: (416) 735-8202
Toll Free: 1-800-668-4420
vivianl@watermatrix.com

Market
Ready

www.ecobee.com

$250-350

WATER CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGIES

PAGE
16

Ultra Low
Flush
Toilets

USA/China

www.watermatrix.com

Market
Ready

M&V

PAGE
17

Submeters

Canada

CircuitMeter

CircuitMeter Inc.
Email:
info@CircuitMeter.com
Phone: (888) 350-1790
x.102

http://circuitmeter.com

Market
Ready

RENEWABLES

PAGE
18

Solar
Cooling

Sweden/
Canada

Climate well

Bill To
Business Development
Enerworks Solar Heating and
Cooling
www.enerworks.com
1.519.268.6500 x102

http://www.climatewe
ll.com/suncool

Market
Ready

UP & COMING TECHNOLOGIES

PAGE
19

Mechatronic
VSD

Canada

InMotive

Paul Bottero
101 College St.
Suite 222
The MaRS Centre
Toronto, ON
M5G1L7
647-882-4914

http://www.inmotive.c
om

Prototype

TBD
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Appendix A2: Technology Quadrant
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